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Alcoholics Anonymous Cult Or Cure
Eventually, you will unconditionally discover a supplementary experience and triumph by spending more cash. yet when? complete you endure that you require to get those all needs in the manner of having significantly cash? Why don't you try to acquire something basic in the beginning? That's something that will lead you to comprehend even more just about the globe, experience, some places, behind history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your no question own time to perform reviewing habit. along with guides you could enjoy now is alcoholics anonymous cult or cure below.
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Cult or cure: the AA backlash | The Independent Alcoholics Anonymous is under attack. Those who have been through its mill claim it is `authoritarian' and `fascistic', employs brainwashing...
Cult or cure: the AA backlash | The Independent
Buy Alcoholics Anonymous: Cult or Cure? 2Rev Ed by Bufe, Charles, Peele, Stanton (ISBN: 9781884365126) from Amazon's Book Store. Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible orders.
Alcoholics Anonymous: Cult or Cure?: Amazon.co.uk: Bufe ...
AA has been accepted as the answer to addiction. However, it's a cult. Those seeking to end their alcohol dependence are vulnerable. Additionally, often their esteem has suffered.
Alcoholics Anonymous: Cult or Cure? by Charles Bufe (1997 ...
Alcoholics Anonymous appears equal to or superior to conventional treatments for alcoholism, and the skepticism of some professionals regarding AA as a first rank treatment for alcoholism would appear to be unwarranted. Alcoholics Anonymous is probably without serious side?effects.
Alcoholics Anonymous: cult or cure? - Vaillant - 2005 ...
Alcoholics Anonymous appears equal to or superior to conventional treatments for alcoholism, and the skepticism of some professionals regarding AA as a first rank treatment for alcoholism would appear to be unwarranted. Alcoholics Anonymous is probably without serious side-effects.
Alcoholics Anonymous: Cult or Cure? - George E. Vaillant, 2005
To its critics Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) is at best as a placebo, competing with more effective treatments and at worst a dangerous cult [1–4]. For its supporters the fact that AA received the Lasker Award (America’s highest scientific prize for medical progress) seems quite justified [5, p.573]. But for many the jury remains out.
Alcoholics Anonymous: cult or cure?
Charles Bufe begins AA: Cult or Cure with a description of a standard AA meeting—dominated by a few people who tell their same, self-serving stories for the umpteenth time, the proceedings unfocussed and unhelpful, the environment filled with smoke and other unhealthy environmental contaminants—from which most people leave with basic psychological and social needs unmet. This opening vignette conveys a lot of information—it tells you that Chaz Bufe has been there; that AA, for all its ...
Introduction to Charles Bufe's AA: Cult or Cure
Alcoholics Anonymous Cult AA Resembles a Religious Cult As a group which does not tolerate any kind of individuality or freedom of thought, AA exhibits characteristics of religious affiliations which have been called "cults" because of the emotional and cognitive harm they do to their members.
Alcoholics Anonymous Cult? - The Alcoholism Guide
Deprogramming From AA—When a Fellowship Resembles a Cult K atherine was on the subway home from a meeting with her Alcoholics Anonymous sponsor when it hit. They had just gone over the worksheet she was supposed to complete for her Fourth Step: “Made a searching and fearless moral inventory of ourselves.” “What if I was too sexy?
Deprogramming From AA—When the Fellowship Resembles a Cult
If you’re familiar with the world of addiction recovery, then you’re no doubt acquainted with Alcoholics Anonymous—or AA as it is more commonly known. And if you’ve had more than two or three AA-related conversations, it’s highly likely that someone compared AA to a cult in at least one of those discussions.
12-Step Thinking: Let’s Talk About AA and the C-Word ...
Alcoholics Anonymous appears equal to or superior to conventional treatments for alcoholism, and the skepticism of some professionals regarding AA as a first rank treatment for alcoholism would...
Alcoholics Anonymous: Cult or Cure? | Request PDF
Mark Scheeren Addiction treatment as we now know it today, originated in the US when the co-founder of Alcoholics Anonymous, Bill Wilson, began promoting his unproven theory that heavy drinking was an illness in 1935.
Why Alcoholics Anonymous Is A Cult ? Well thought-out ...
Alcoholics Anonymous: Cult or Cure? 1. The Guru is always right. You are always wrong. 2. No Exit. No Graduates. 3. Cult-speak, Group-think, Suppression of Dissent, and Enforced Conformity in Thinking. Unquestionable Dogma, Sacred... 4. Irrationality, Suspension of disbelief. 5. Denigration of ...
Alcoholics Anonymous: Cult or Cure? | Yahoo Answers
Alcoholics Anonymous: Cult or Cure? eBook: Bufe, Charles, Peele, Stanton: Amazon.co.uk: Kindle Store
Alcoholics Anonymous: Cult or Cure? eBook: Bufe, Charles ...
This item: Alcoholics Anonymous: Cult or Cure? by Charles Bufe Paperback $14.95. Only 7 left in stock - order soon. Ships from and sold by Amazon.com. The Sober Truth: Debunking the Bad Science Behind 12-Step Programs and the Rehab Industry by Lance Dodes Paperback $14.39. In Stock.
Alcoholics Anonymous: Cult or Cure?: Bufe, Charles, Peele ...
Start your review of Alcoholics Anonymous: Cult or Cure? Write a review. Dec 18, 2017 Trish Mink rated it did not like it. This book is heavy handed. All AA members know the origins of the program from the Oxford Group. AA does not mislead anyone as to what it is or does. It is not a cult, but a program that has saved millions of lives since ...
Alcoholics Anonymous: Cult or Cure? by Charles Bufe
Some take it too far, and it can take on a cult-like culture. But overall, it is a positive experience, and the spiritual component does help one to stay sober. Alcoholism is more of a spiritual problem than even a physical or mental one.
Alcoholics Anonymous: Cult or Cure? | Yahoo Answers
Alcoholics Anonymous: Cult or Cure? - Charles Bufe - Google Books. This well researched, painstakingly documented book provides detailed information on the right-wing evangelical organization...

This well researched, painstakingly documented book provides detailed information on the right-wing evangelical organization (Oxford Group Movement) that gave birth to AA; the relation of AA and its program to the Oxford Group Movement; AA's similarities to and differences from religious cults; AA's remarkable ineffectiveness; and the alternatives to AA. The greatly expanded second edition includes a new chapter on AA's relationship to the treatment industry, and AA's remarkable influence in the media.

An exposé of Alcoholics Anonymous, 12-step programs, and the rehab industry—and how a failed addiction-treatment model came to dominate America. AA has become so infused in our society that it is practically synonymous with addiction recovery. Yet the evidence shows that AA has only a 5–10 percent success rate—hardly better than no treatment at all. Despite this, doctors, employers, and judges regularly refer addicted people to treatment programs and rehab facilities based on the 12-step model. In The Sober Truth, acclaimed addiction specialist Dr. Lance Dodes exposes the deeply flawed science that the 12-step industry has used to support its programs. Dr. Dodes
analyzes dozens of studies to reveal a startling pattern of errors, misjudgments, and biases. He also pores over the research to highlight the best peer-reviewed studies available and discovers that they reach a grim consensus on the program’s overall success. But The Sober Truth is more than a book about addiction. It is also a book about science and how and why AA and rehab became so popular, despite the discouraging data. Dr. Dodes explores the entire story of AA’s rise, from its origins in early fundamentalist religious and mystical beliefs to its present-day place of privilege in politics and media. The Sober Truth includes true stories from Dr. Dodes’s thirty-five years of
clinical practice, as well as firsthand accounts submitted by addicts through an open invitation on the Psychology Today website. These stories vividly reveal the experience of walking the steps and attending some of the nation’s most famous rehabilitation centers. The Sober Truth builds a powerful response to the monopoly of the 12-step program and explodes the myth that these programs offer an acceptable or universal solution to the deeply personal problem of addiction. This book offers new and actionable information for addicts, their families, and medical providers, and lays out better ways to understand addiction for those seeking a more effective and compassionate
approach to this treatable problem.
In US of AA, Miller shares the never-before-told story of how in the aftermath of prohibition America's top scientists helped launch a movement that would give rise to a multi-million-dollar treatment industry and a new government agency devoted to alcoholism that has made available millions of dollars for research. Despite the fact that this research showed that alcoholism is a complex disease requiring an array of treatment strategies, among which Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) is one of the least effective, money continued to flow to treatment facilities using approaches similar to AA. Five years in the making, his brilliant, in-depth investigative reporting into the history,
politics and science of alcoholism will show how AA became our nation's de facto treatment policy, even as evidence for more effective remedies accumulated. US of AA is a character-driven, beautifully written exposé, full of secrecy, irony, liquor industry money, the shrillest of scare tactics and, at its center, a grand deception. In the tradition of Crazy by Pete Earley, and David Goldhill's Catastrophic Care, US of AA shines a much-needed spotlight on the addiction treatment industry. It will forever change the way we think about the entire enterprise.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The founder of the first female-focused recovery program offers a groundbreaking look at alcohol and a radical new path to sobriety. “You don’t know how much you need this book, or maybe you do. Either way, it will save your life.”—Melissa Hartwig Urban, Whole30 co-founder and CEO We live in a world obsessed with drinking. We drink at baby showers and work events, brunch and book club, graduations and funerals. Yet no one ever questions alcohol’s ubiquity—in fact, the only thing ever questioned is why someone doesn’t drink. It is a qualifier for belonging and if you don’t imbibe, you are considered an anomaly. As a
society, we are obsessed with health and wellness, yet we uphold alcohol as some kind of magic elixir, though it is anything but. When Holly Whitaker decided to seek help after one too many benders, she embarked on a journey that led not only to her own sobriety, but revealed the insidious role alcohol plays in our society and in the lives of women in particular. What’s more, she could not ignore the ways that alcohol companies were targeting women, just as the tobacco industry had successfully done generations before. Fueled by her own emerging feminism, she also realized that the predominant systems of recovery are archaic, patriarchal, and ineffective for the unique
needs of women and other historically oppressed people—who don’t need to lose their egos and surrender to a male concept of God, as the tenets of Alcoholics Anonymous state, but who need to cultivate a deeper understanding of their own identities and take control of their lives. When Holly found an alternate way out of her own addiction, she felt a calling to create a sober community with resources for anyone questioning their relationship with drinking, so that they might find their way as well. Her resultant feminine-centric recovery program focuses on getting at the root causes that lead people to overindulge and provides the tools necessary to break the cycle of
addiction, showing us what is possible when we remove alcohol and destroy our belief system around it. Written in a relatable voice that is honest and witty, Quit Like a Woman is at once a groundbreaking look at drinking culture and a road map to cutting out alcohol in order to live our best lives without the crutch of intoxication. You will never look at drinking the same way again.
Examines the complexity and the humanity of the opioid epidemic America’s opioid epidemic continues to ravage families and communities, despite intense media coverage, federal legislation, criminal prosecutions, and harm reduction efforts to prevent overdose deaths. More than 450,000 Americans have died from opioid overdoses since the late 1990s. In Opioid Reckoning, Amy C. Sullivan explores the complexity of the crisis through firsthand accounts of people grappling with the reverberating effects of stigma, treatment, and recovery. Nearly everyone in the United States has been touched in some way by the opioid epidemic, including the author and her family.
Sullivan uses her own story as a launching point to learn how the opioid epidemic challenged longstanding recovery protocols in Minnesota, a state internationally recognized for pioneering addiction treatment. By centering the voices of many people who have experienced opioid use, treatment, recovery, and loss, Sullivan exposes the devastating effects of a one-size-fits-all approach toward treatment of opioid dependency. Taking a clear-eyed, nonjudgmental perspective of every aspect of these issues—drug use, parenting, harm reduction, medication, abstinence, and stigma—Opioid Reckoning questions current treatment models, healthcare inequities, and the criminal justice
system. Sullivan also imagines a future where anyone suffering an opioid-use disorder has access to the individualized care, without judgment, available to those with other health problems. Opioid Reckoning presents a captivating look at how the state that invented “rehab” addresses the challenges of the opioid epidemic and its overdose deaths while also taking readers into the intimate lives of families, medical and social work professionals, grassroots activists, and many others impacted by the crisis who contribute their insights and potential solutions. In sharing these stories and chronicling their lessons, Sullivan offers a path forward that cultivates empathy, love, and hope
for anyone affected by chaotic drug use and its harms.

Looks at the cultural factors contributing to a rise in alcoholism among today's women and compares today's practices to those of earlier generations while noting the current ineffectiveness of AA and other mainstream treatments.
Provides intellectual, practical, and scientific background to enable people to fight against coerced referrals to 12-step addiction treatment groups.
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